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1. Introduction and methodology

HRF’s field team was deployed to Sinjar district between 15/06/2021 - 18/06/2021 to conduct a

baseline market assessment for use in proposed livelihoods interventions in Sinjar. HRF surveyed a

total of 34 businesses across a variety of different sectors. The assessment tool was based upon the

approved Emergency Livelihood Cluster Market Assessment Tool1. The survey was designed to

mitigate ‘roadside bias’2 by targeting respondents in five separate locations within Sinjar, selected to

be representative of various types of livelihoods and businesses. Both quantitative and qualitative

data were collected. HRF’s assessment tool has been attached as Appendix 1 to this report. In

addition, secondary data from market assessments conducted by other agencies in Sinjar was

reviewed, and will be referred to throughout this report in order to corroborate certain findings and

add detail and knowledge not captured in HRF’s assessment data.

2. Limitations

Due to time constraints, HRF’s field team was only able to deploy for 3 days and was tasked with

conducting 3 separate assessments (key informant interviews, household surveys, and the market

assessment), therefore a sample of 34 businesses were surveyed. While this is enough to draw

conclusions from, HRF remains aware of potential gaps which will require further investigation. As a

result, HRF has also drawn on data from existing labour and market assessments conducted by other

agencies in Sinjar, particularly those which are based on other survey methods, such as IOM’s market

assessments which make use of Focus Group Discussions for data collection.3

Perhaps the primary limitation associated with the findings of the assessment is the fact that all the

businesses surveyed were run by men. This means that drawing gendered conclusions from the

assessment will be difficult. In addition, certain questions (such as the number of hours worked by

employees, and employee salaries) did not precisely specify units of measurement (such as per day,

and per month), leading to an unclear range of responses. In these cases, the data has been

interpreted by the assessment team in as uniform a manner as possible, and the lesson learned will

be carried forward into the design of future surveys.

3. Key Findings

1. Businesses are struggling to be profitable in Sinjar, with the majority being stagnant and

struggling to meet the basic needs of owners.

2. The economic context in Sinjar is characterised by high and rising prices, with additional

challenges stemming from the region’s geographical isolation from the rest of Iraq.

3. Wages are on average significantly lower than the established threshold to meet basic

monthly needs in Iraq.

4. The financial situation of consumers is precarious, with many businesses reporting selling

through loans.

3 IOM Iraq, Labour and Market Assessment - Qayrawan, Sinjar District, Ninewa Governorate, September 2020; IOM Iraq,
Labour and Market Assessment - Sinuni, Sinjar District, Ninewa Governorate, September 2020.

2 Where the most accessible populations tend to be over-represented in surveys and, subsequently, development
assistance.

1 The tool can be accessed here: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1q56cwJlCqwi9axZ6FcejoakEauCjy2gA
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5. The vast majority of respondents indicated that there were positions suitable for youth and

women within their businesses.

6. There are extensive opportunities to provide financial support to businesses in Sinjar.

4. Business Characteristics

4.1. Structure, size, type

HRF surveyed a total of 34 businesses across different areas of Sinjar district, as detailed in Table 1

below.

Location No. of surveys completed

Al-Nasr district, Sinjar, Ninewa 3

Al-Shuhada neighborhood, Sinjar, Ninewa 14

Azadi (industry), Sinjar, Ninewa 2

Sinjar Market, Ninewa 2

Yarmouk neighborhood, Sinjar, Ninewa 13

TOTAL 34

Table 1. Location of businesses surveyed.

HRF surveyed a variety of business types in Sinjar, as highlighted in Table 2 below. It is worth noting

that some of the businesses surveyed served overlapping purposes but with slightly different

focuses. Such as blacksmiths which were working both generally and more specifically in fields such

as agriculture or making frames.

Type of business No. of responses

Selling household items 1

Aluminum factory 1

Blacksmithing 4

Blacksmithing and repairing agriculture instruments 1

Blacksmithing and selling frames 1

Food and drinks 6

General Services 1

Glass workshop 2

Plastic and aluminum 1

Plastic factory 1

Rent tents and chairs 1

Repairing aluminum closets 1

Sale of ceramics 1

Sale of construction materials 5

Selling agriculture, electricity and sanitation materials 1

Selling nuts and sweets 1

Selling raw materials 1

Selling wood, iron and tools 1
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Gravestone carving 1

Water tanks 1

Table 2. Types of businesses surveyed.

The average age of the business owners was just under 31 years old, with respondents ranging from

18 to 71 years old. This would indicate opportunities exist for the youth to engage in economic

activity in Sinjar district.

Across all businesses surveyed, 132 men were employed compared with just 3 women. The average

number of male employees across the 34 businesses was 4, compared to an average of 0.08 for

women. This would suggest that the economy in Sinjar is particularly dominated by men within the

types of businesses that were surveyed in this assessment. Other assessments show that women-led

businesses do exist in the area, but these are limited to a few sectors such as tailoring, weaving and

beauty salons.4

4.2. Duration and durability

Businesses surveyed had been in operation for an average of 8 years, with a range from 2 to 20 years.

This is an interesting finding considering the potential disruption caused by the occupation of ISIS

during these years. However, this would require further investigation as respondents were not asked

to discuss the impact of disruption caused by ISIS.

Of the 34 businesses surveyed, 16 indicated that other businesses similar to theirs existed, with 18

reporting no similar businesses. In addition to this, it is interesting to note from Table 3 below that 11

respondents indicated that the number of similar businesses has decreased in the last 6 months,

with only 1 reporting any sector growth. This could be due to a number of factors, but may be

primarily related to the economic downturn brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic.

How has the number of similar businesses changed

in the last 6 months? No. of responses

Not applicable / I don’t know 5

The number of similar businesses decreased 11

The number of similar businesses increased 1

The number of similar businesses stayed the same 17

Table 3. Change in similar markets

When asked about whether men or women are more likely to own businesses similar to theirs, 24

responded that men were more likely, 10 didn’t know, and there were no responses to suggest that

women are likely to own these types of businesses.

In further evidence of the economic downturn being experienced in Sinjar, only 8 respondents

indicated that their businesses were currently profitable, with the vast majority of respondents

reporting that their businesses are stagnant and create barely enough income to sustain their

household needs.

How would you describe your business status now? No. of responses

Not profitable, I’m losing money. (business

contraction) 1

4 IOM Iraq, Labour and Market Assessment - Qayrawan, Sinjar District, Ninewa Governorate, September 2020, p.4.
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Stagnant, barely enough to sustain my own needs 23

Profitable/ successful, but not enough to grow further 8

Very profitable/ successful, it is expanding 2

Table 4. Current business status

4.3. Business skills acquisition

As illustrated in Table 5, the majority of participants reported having acquired the skills to start their

business from a family member (a total of 22, amongst them, 3 specified also having acquired said

skills through an apprenticeship, 2 through vocational training and 1 through a formal certification or

course). The rest (12) reported that the main factor driving them to start their own business was

their wish to become an entrepreneur (again, amongst these, 1 specified it was in combination with

an apprenticeship, 1 other through learning from a family member).

These findings suggest that while the majority of business skills are being passed down through the

generations, there is room for new businesses to experiment with new ideas. It would also suggest

that there has so far been a limited impact of vocational training programmes and formal courses in

Sinjar. This is corroborated by a market assessment conducted by Islamic Relief in Sinjar in December

2019, which discusses the generally low levels of education and skills amongst the owners of small

and medium enterprises:5 almost half of SME owners have not had any formal education, only 27%

have received training within their specialisation of work, and levels of training in business

management skills is similarly low. This suggests that introducing these types of training programmes

to Sinjar has the potential for a significant positive impact on human capital development in the area.

How did you acquire the skills to start your

business? No. of responses

Decided to try an idea as an entrepreneur 12

Learned from a family member 23

Attended vocational training 2

Apprenticeship 4

Formal certification or course 1

Table 5. Acquiring business skills

5. Suppliers

Respondents were asked a set of questions aimed at better understanding of the supply chain in

Sinjar. All but 1 respondent reported sourcing the raw materials or equipment for their business from

within Iraq; the exception being 1 business which sourced from Turkey. This respondent indicated

that for their business it was less expensive to source from Turkey than to source locally.

What challenges do you face dealing with suppliers? No. of responses

N/A 1

Debt 1

Dissatisfaction with prices 1

5 Islamic Relief, Rapid Market Assessment Report Sinjar District, Ninewa, December 2019, p.17.
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High prices 11

High prices_Transportation 8

None 1

Rising prices 2

Transportation 6

Transportation_High prices_Distance 1

Transportation_High prices_Lack of money 1

Transportation_Lack of tools and labor shortage 1

Table 5. Challenges with suppliers.

Table 5 above highlights the key challenges faced by businesses in relation to their suppliers. As is

clear, high prices are the most recurring challenge, discussed by 24 respondents (70%). This provides

further evidence of the financial strain that businesses are facing currently in Sinjar. Additionally,

transportation challenges are mentioned by 17 respondents (50%). This is not unsurprising

considering the geographical distances between Sinjar and the nearest population centres and

economic hubs in Iraq. Other market assessments from Sinjar attest this to the general security

situation in Iraq, with limited movements between regions due to armed checkpoints and the

proliferation of armed factions, makes it difficult for businesses in Sinjar to access suppliers from

other regions of Iraq and beyond, as well as limiting the movement of people.6 7 This situation will

have only been exacerbated further by movement restrictions imposed as a result of the COVID-19

crisis.

Despite these challenges, 29 respondents indicated that they have multiple sources for their raw

materials, which would suggest that there is a basis for a competitive marketplace. This is

corroborated by recent IOM assessments, which find that almost all business owners in Sinjar report

having multiple potential suppliers for their raw materials and almost all are able to respond to an

increase in demand.8 There is also, however, a clear reliance on local suppliers, which should be

borne in mind when considering the local market’s resilience and ability to meet demand in the

long-term.

6. Clients

Respondents were asked a series of questions regarding their client base. As is clear from the

findings in Table 6 below, the economy in Sinjar is very geographically focused. While there is some

variance, the majority of respondents indicate that their client base tends to be within Sinjar or

nearby. Again this is unsurprising considering the geographical isolation of the region from the rest of

Iraq.

Who do you sell to? No. of responses

All people in Sinjar 2

All people in the region 3

All persons 7

Factories and shops inside and outside Sinjar 1

8 IOM Iraq, Labour and Market Assessment - Qayrawan, Sinjar District, Ninewa Governorate, September 2020, p.5.

7 Mercy Corps, Labour Market Assessment in Sinjar, Mosul and Tel Kaif Districts, Ninewa Governorate, Iraq, January 2020,
p.19.

6 Islamic Relief, Rapid Market Assessment Report Sinjar District, Ninewa, December 2019, p.13.
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Factories inside and outside Sinjar 1

Farmers inside and rural areas of Sinjar 1

Inside and outside of Sinjar, and some shops 1

Inside and outside Sinjar 1

Inside Sinjar and some areas of Baaj and Al-Qairawan 1

Other stores 1

People inside and outside Sinjar 5

Sinjar and the outskirts of Sinjar 7

Sinjar, Baaj, Al-Qairawan 2

Table 6. Client bases of respondents.9

The majority of respondents (19) reported experiencing an average amount of demand for their

products currently. 12 respondents indicated poor demand, which is again evidence of a declining

economic situation in Sinjar recently.

How is the demand for your product these days? No. of responses

Average 19

High 3

Poor 12

Table 7. Demand for product.

The majority of respondents (31) also reported being able to respond to an increase in demand. For

the three respondents that answered negatively, no correlations could be found with either the

sectors they operate in (as they are the same as others who replied positively) or their access to

multiple suppliers (as they reported having access to multiple suppliers). We could therefore

conclude that their inability to respond to an increase in demand depends on the capacities of the

individual businesses, rather than being common features of the business sector, or a lack of supply

chains.

When asked about challenges faced in their dealings with clients, a total of 22 respondents raised the

issue of selling their products through incurred client debt. There were also clear issues with high

and rising prices. All but 1 respondent indicated that products and services in Sinjar are more

expensive. This would suggest that any livelihood interventions targeting businesses in the district

may also need to address the issue of client income in order to provide a sustainable economic

boost.

What challenges do you face dealing with clients? No. of responses

Debts 17

Debts_High prices 3

Debts_Rising prices 2

High prices 6

Lack of goods_High prices 1

Lack of labor 1

Rising prices 2

None 2

9 1 respondent did not answer this question.
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Table 8. Challenges with clients

7. Employment and recruitment

In order to help design potential skills training in the Sinjar areas, businesses were asked to discuss

the issues of employment and recruitment.

7.1. Wages and working hours

Business owners were asked to estimate the average salaries of employees, as illustrated in Table 9

below. The minimum reported within the ranges for both skilled and unskilled workers should be

doubted due to a lack of clarity in the question about the term ‘salary’, perhaps respondents were

here referring to daily wages. In any case these figures are extremely low and would require follow

up to discern accuracy and meaning.

For both skilled and unskilled workers in Sinjar, the reported averages fall well below the established

threshold to meet basic monthly needs in Iraq - 400 USD.

Employee Average
Reported IQD

Average
Reported USD

Skilled 268,459 185

Unskilled 183,482 126.50

Table 9. Average salaries for skilled and unskilled workers.

Recent assessments by IOM in Sinjar found that in Qayrawan, average wages for skilled workers were

140 USD per month, and 87 USD per month for unskilled workers;10 and in Sinuni, a wider range of

wages were found, at 100 - 500 USD and 100 - 400 USD respectively.11 Responses to this question

obviously are determined largely by the types of businesses that are surveyed; regardless, it seems

that monthly wages for the majority of workers fall well below the 400 USD threshold.

The average number of hours worked by employees was reported to be 10.1 hours per day. 33

respondents indicated that their employees do not have written contracts, which may suggest that

employment is quite insecure in these areas. IOM assessments differ in this regard, stating that no

business owners make written contracts with their employees.12 There is a clear opportunity here for

improving the formality of working practices in Sinjar.

7.2. Employee characteristics/skills preferences

All respondents indicated that the main recruitment mechanism in the area is word of mouth.

Although only 2 respondents reported ever having trained an apprentice, 16 responded they would

be interested in having one. The majority of businesses expressing a willingness to train an

apprentice were in production orientated settings such as factories, blacksmiths, woodwork and

ceramics.

12 IOM Iraq, Labour and Market Assessment - Qayrawan, Sinjar District, Ninewa Governorate, September 2020, p.13.

11 IOM Iraq, Labour and Market Assessment - Sinuni, Sinjar District, Ninewa Governorate, September 2020, p.4.

10 IOM Iraq, Labour and Market Assessment - Qayrawan, Sinjar District, Ninewa Governorate, September 2020, p.4.
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When asked to give the types of skills or characteristics businesses look for in their employees, the

most commonly cited characteristic was age (32 mentions), closely followed by honesty/

trustworthiness. 22 respondents cited job experience and 11 cited past training as traits they look

for. It is in these areas that livelihoods interventions could create an impact, through the provision of

work placements or skills training. The fact that businesses are looking for these characteristics

suggests that intervention in this area could be helpful.

What are the three main characteristics/

skills that you look for in an employee? No. of responses

Age 32

Honest/trustworthy 28

Job experience 22

Past training 11

Gender 10

Education 4

Basic literacy skills 4

Marketing skills 2

Financial management 2

Personal connection 1

Nationality 0

Computer skills 0

Technical skills 0

English language skills 0

Communication skills 0

Table 10. Employee skill preferences.

When asked whether they find these skills in existing employees, 26 respondents indicated they do,

with 8 reporting they do not. When asked to explain why they think this is the case; 2 respondents

suggested that employees with these skills prefer other roles, 3 respondents don't think employees

with these characteristics are available in the area, 4 respondents don't know where to find

employees with these characteristics, and 1 did not know why not.

Additionally it is worth noting that on average, most respondents employed at least 1 person who

was related to them, with only 5 respondents not employing any relatives.

Regarding the amount of previous experience preferred by employers, 22 employers showed a

preference for a more experienced employee (3 years and above), 10 indicated 1-2 years as their

preference, and the remaining two expressed a preference for employees with no experience. Only 8

respondents indicated that they had difficulty finding experienced/skilled workers in their

businesses. Of those that had difficulty finding experienced staff, some spoke of skills relating

specifically to their business, such as blacksmithing experience or stone masons, whereas some

discussed more general issues of a lack of communication skills or staff of the wrong age.

All respondents expressed that there were available positions for the youth within their businesses.

Interestingly, despite the very low presence of women in the workplaces surveyed, only 1 indicated

that there were positions where gender was important in their hiring decision making.
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8. Stated needs and challenges

Respondents were asked to list the assets they require to build their businesses. The answers have

been presented in full in Table 11 below. Many of these assets are general and not specific to the

type of business being run by the respondents. Respondents discuss the need for air conditioning

units, generators and furnishings. Some respondents discussed their need for transportation. All

respondents indicated that these assets are available in local markets, which would mean that any

livelihood intervention here working on asset replacement could target localised procurement to

provide a further boost to the local economy.

Electric holders, Generator and Iron cutter

(Shears)

Scraper, Electrical Saw, Large cutter,

improved welding machine, generator,

tools and first aid kit

Drill, Cutter, AC, And Generator

Electric holders, Generator and Iron cutter

(Shears)

Small tipper truck and small shovel truck Generator, Cutter, and Electric holder

Electric holders, Generator, Iron cutter,

welding machine and compressor

Crane, AC, Table, and generator Iron Cutter, Generator, AC, Table

Electric holders, Generator and Iron cutter

(Shears)

Small tipper truck and small shovel truck Generator, Crane, Food, First Aid Kit,

Refrigerator, labor

Transportation Vehicle (Pickup/minitrucks),

Shelves, AC, Table, and first aid kit

First aid kit, generator, AC, and labor AC, Generator, Shelves, Refrigerator

Generator, Air Compressor and iron cutter Crane, Generator, and AC Tipper truck, Shovel truck, Generator, AC,

First aid kit, wheelbarrow

AC, Generator, and first aid kit Transportation fees, Refrigerator, AC,

Generator, and Labor

Providing labors and expanding business,

generator, AC and refrigerator

Small Shovel truck, small tipper truck and

wheel barrow with some hand shovels

Labor, AC, Generator, TV, Table with Chair Generator, and a workshop with labor

Tipper truck and small shovel truck, AC,

and generator

Shelves, Generator, AC, and front

decoration glass

Providing Labor, Glass cutter Ac, Table with

Chair and first aid kit

Shelves, generator, and AC AC, Generator, Table, Refrigerator AC, Generator, Shelves, Refrigerator

Lathe, Generator, Welding machine,

Oxygen bottles, electrical cutter and First

aid kit

AC, Generator, Shelves, Table, Refrigerator AC, Generator, Shelves, Refrigerator, table

with chair

Table 11. Assets required by respondents.

Finally, respondents were asked to state the single greatest challenge their business is facing

currently, presented in Table 12 below. The majority of responses centre around the challenge of

rising and high prices.

What is the single greatest operating challenge that

you or businesses like yours face? No. of responses

Loans 1

A shortage of labor and rising prices 1

As prices rise, demand decreases 1

Electricity and labor shortage 1
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Few workers 1

Hands working 1

High prices 1

High prices and lack of demand at the current time 1

Lack of demand at the current time 1

Lack of equipment and high prices of raw materials 1

Measurements of materials 1

Rise in prices of materials and a lack of labour 1

Rising food prices 1

Rising prices 15

Rising prices and debt 1

Rising prices of raw materials 1

The lack of electricity supply 1

None 2

Table 12. Challenges faced by respondents.

9. Conclusion

While taking into consideration the limitations of this study, the findings presented above indicate a

challenging economic climate for businesses in Sinjar characterised by high and rising prices and

geographical isolation from the rest of Iraq. Businesses are struggling for profitability, with the

majority remaining stagnant and barely covering the basic needs of the owners. In addition, wages

are low and the financial situation of consumers is marked by debt.

In terms of options for humanitarian actors, it seems that there are opportunities for youth and

women to become more engaged in the workplace in Sinjar, and there are options for localised asset

replacement and business grants. Indeed, there are extensive opportunities to provide financial

support to businesses in Sinjar district.
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